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Dear Theater Patron

T

hank you so much for your support of LIVE Kids Theater as we present our
Session B production of Disney’s The Lion King Jr. LIVE Kids Theater was
founded to be a place where kids can learn and experience the joy of
performing. Thank you for being a part of LIVE Kids Theater Company family.
This is our second year of summer camp arts experiences and what a fantastic summer
it has been! We hope that your child will start the 2018 - 2019 school year with more
confidence and self-assurance because of their participation in our camps. We would
love it if you would share your stories, pictures and rate your experiences with LIVE
Kids Theater Company. Find us on social media (Facebook, Instagram & Twitter)
@LIVEKidsTheater. We’d love your 5 star reviews on Facebook which would help us
get the word out to even more people about the great things happening at LIVE Kids
Theater Company. Stay tuned to social media and our website for information about
LIVE Kids events throughout the school year and next summer.
www.LIVEKidsTheater.com

PLOT

The Story of The Lion King

A

s the sun rises, Rafiki
the mandrill calls the animals
to Pride Rock. She greets King
Mufasa and Queen Sarabi
before presenting their cub to
the gathered animals (“Circle
of Life”). Elsewhere, Mufasa’s
brother, Scar, laments his lost
chance at becoming King.
Time passes and Simba
grows into a lively young cub
(“Grasslands Chant”). Mufasa
shows Simba the Pride Lands
from the top of Pride Rock and
explains that everything exists
in a delicate balance known
as the Circle of Life. Mufasa
warns Simba not to stray beyond the boundaries of the
Pride Lands, pointing out a
shadowy area in the distance.
Simba goes to see his Uncle
Scar. The scheming lion piques
the cub’s curiosity by mention-

ing the elephant graveyard,
where Simba is forbidden to
go. Meanwhile, the lionesses go hunting (“The Lioness
Hunt”). Simba arrives and asks
his best friend, a female cub
named Nala, to come with
him to the elephant graveyard. He lies to the lionesses
about where they are going,
and Sarafina (Nala’s mother)
and Sarabi allow the cubs to
go, escorted by Zazu. Simba
and Nala formulate a plan and
manage to lose Zazu, while
Simba brags about his future
position (“I Just Can’t Wait to
Be King”).
The cubs go to the graveyard
and begin to explore. Zazu
catches up, but they are confronted by three hyenas: Shenzi, Banzai and Ed. Mufasa
rescues the cubs and frightens
off the hyenas.
Mufasa is disappointed and

angry at Simba’s reckless disobedience, and explains the difference
between bravery and bravado.
Mufasa tells Simba about the great
kings of the past and how they
watch over everything from the
stars (“They Live in You”). Mufasa
says that he will always be there
for his son.
Back at the elephant graveyard,
Scar tells the hyenas of his plan
to kill Mufasa and Simba so that
he can become king. He raises
an army of hyenas, promising
that they will never go hungry
again if they support him (“Be
Prepared”). Scar takes Simba to a
gorge and tells him to wait there.
On Scar’s signal, the hyenas start
a wildebeest stampede into the
gorge (“The Stampede”). Scar tells
Mufasa that Simba is trapped in
the gorge. Mufasa leaps into the
stampede and manages to save
his son, but as he tries to escape,
Scar throws him off the cliff back
into the stampede, killing him.

Scar convinces Simba that his
father’s death was his fault and
tells him to run away, but as he
leaves, Scar orders the hyenas
to kill him. Simba escapes but
the hyenas tell Scar that he
is dead. Rafiki and the lionesses mourn the deaths (“The
Mourning”).
Out in the desert, Simba collapses from heat exhaustion.
Vultures begin to circle, but
are scared away by Timon
the meerkat and Pumbaa the
warthog. Simba feels responsible for Mufasa’s death, but
the duo take the cub to their
jungle home and show him
their carefree way of life and
bug diet (“Hakuna Matata”).
Simba grows to adulthood in
the jungle.
Under Scar’s rule, the Circle
of Life is out of balance and
a drought has hit the Pride
Lands. Zazu, now a prisoner of
Scar, listens to the king’s woes.
The hyenas are complaining
about the lack of food, but Scar
is only concerned with himself. Nala arrives to confront
Scar about the famine and Scar
decides she will be his queen
and give him cubs. Nala fiercely rebukes him and resolves to
leave the Pride Lands to find
help. Rafiki and the lionesses bless her for her journey
(“Shadowland”).

Timon and Pumbaa are confused,
but Simba asks them to leave him
and Nala alone. Timon realizes
what is happening and laments
the end of Simba’s Hakuna Matata lifestyle (“Can You Feel the
Love Tonight”). Nala tells Simba
about the devastated Pride Lands,
but Simba still feels responsible
for Mufasa’s death and refuses to
return home.
On his own, Simba meets Rafiki,
who explains that his father lives
on (“He Lives in You”). Mufasa’s
spirit appears in the sky and tells
Simba he is the one true king and
must take his place in the Circle
of Life. Reawakened, Simba finds
his courage and heads for home.
Meanwhile, Nala wakes Timon
and Pumbaa to ask where Simba
is, and Rafiki appears to tell them
all the news. The three of them
catch up with him in the Pride
Lands, where he witnesses the
ruin of his home.

Scar calls for Sarabi and demands
to know why the lionesses are
not hunting. Sarabi stands up to
him about the lack of anything to
hunt, angrily comparing him to
Mufasa, and Scar strikes his sisterin-law, saying he’s ten times the
king Mufasa was. Enraged, Simba reveals himself. Scar forces a
confession of murder from Simba
and corners him. Believing that
he has won, Scar taunts Simba
by admitting that he killed Mufasa. Furious, Simba recovers and
In the jungle, Pumbaa is hunt- forces Scar to reveal the truth to
ed and chased by a lioness.
the lionesses (“Simba Confronts
Simba confronts her and saves Scar”). Simba’s friends fight the
his friend, but recognizes the
hyenas while Simba battles Scar
lioness as Nala. She is amazed to the top of Pride Rock.
to find Simba alive, knowing
that he is the rightful king.

Scar begs for his life, blaming the
hyenas for everything. Simba lets
him leave out of mercy, but Scar attacks again. Simba blocks the attack
and Scar falls from the cliff. The hyenas, who heard Scar’s betrayal and
are still starving, tear him to shreds.

SONGS
CIRCLE OF LIFE WITH NANTS INGOYAMA
GRASSLANDS CHANT
LIONESS HUNT
I JUST CANT WAIT TO BE KING
BE PREPARED
THEY LIVE IN YOU
THE STAMPEDE
THE MOURNING
HAKUNA MATATA (PART 1)
HAKUNA MATATA (PART 2)
SHADOWLAND
CAN YOU FEEL THE LOVE TONIGHT
HE LIVES IN YOU
LUAU HAWAIIAN TREAT
FINALE
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Director
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Music Director
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LIVE Kids Theater Company
wishes to extend a word a gratitude to:
- All of the stars of today’s performance -- cast and crew.
Thanks for lending your tremendous talents to this production.
- All family members and friends. Thank you for being a constant source
of love and support.
- Martin Middle School for the use of the building and facilities.
-

AUTOGRAPHS

Ask a cast member for a picture and an autograph. Main characters will be standing in
front of the stage waiting to greet you. Who knows... A picture and an autograph today
could sell for millions after they become huge Broadway stars!
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could sell for millions after they become huge Broadway stars!

Your business could
be advertised here.
Contact Mr. Velarde
roberto@livekidstheater.com

